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PROCLAMATION OF TEHRAN
On 10 September 1963, to commemorate the twentieth anniversary of the
adoption and proclamation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Jamaica
requested that the item entitled “Designation of 1968 as International Year for Human
Rights” be included in the agenda of the eighteenth session of the General Assembly
(A/5493). At that session, on 20 September 1963, the General Assembly decided to
include the item in its agenda and allocated the matter to its Third Committee
(A/PV.1209). On 12 December 1963, following the recommendation of its Third
Committee (A/5660), the General Assembly adopted resolution 1961 (XVIII) by
which it designated 1968 as International Year for Human Rights.
By the same resolution, the General Assembly further requested the
Economic and Social Council to invite the Commission on Human Rights at its
forthcoming sessions to: (i) prepare a programme of measures and activities
representing a lasting contribution to the cause of human rights; (ii) prepare
suggestions for a list of goals in the field of human rights to be achieved by the United
Nations by the end of 1968; and (iii) submit the programme of measures and activities
and the suggestions for the list of goals in time for consideration by the General
Assembly at its twentieth session. On 17 December 1963, at its resumed thirty-sixth
session, the Economic and Social Council transmitted resolution 1961 (XVIII) to the
Commission on Human Rights which, in turn, considered the tasks entrusted to it
under that resolution during its twentieth session in 1964.
On 10 March 1964, during the debate on the matter in the Commission on
Human Rights, Costa Rica introduced a draft resolution (E/CN.4/L.717) which, as
revised three days later (E/CN.4/L.717/Rev.1), proposed to convene an international
conference on human rights in 1968 and establish a Committee on the International
Year for Human Rights composed of Member States. The Committee would be
entrusted with meeting prior to the twenty-first session of the Commission on Human
Rights in order to recommend a programme of measures and activities to be
undertaken by Member States and the United Nations and its specialized agencies, in
celebration of the twentieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and in furtherance of human rights and fundamental freedoms. On 14 March 1964, the
Commission on Human Rights adopted resolution 6 (XX) which was based, in
substance, on the revised proposal by Costa Rica, and accordingly established a
Committee composed of 34 Member States. The Committee was entrusted to give
special thought to the possibility of holding an international conference in 1968 (see
Report of the Commission on the work of its twentieth session, E/3873).
The Committee on the International Year for Human Rights held a series of
meetings in March 1965 and, in its lengthy discussions, paid a great deal of attention to
the possibility of holding an international conference on human rights. The Committee,
following the submission of a joint draft resolution by Costa Rica, Jamaica and the
Philippines (E/CN.4/L.769), recommended that the Commission on Human Rights
invite the General Assembly, through the Economic and Social Council, to convene an
international conference on human rights during 1968 (see Report of the Committee,
E/CN.4/886). At its twenty-first session, on 13 April 1965, the Commission on Human
Rights adopted resolution 5 A (XXI), based, in substance, on that proposal (see Report
of the Commission on the work of its twenty-first session, E/4024). On 28 July 1965,
following the proposal of the Commission on Human Rights, the Economic and Social
Council adopted resolution 1074 E (XXXIX) by which it recommended the General
Assembly to convene an international conference on human rights during 1968 and
requested the Commission on Human Rights, inter alia, to elaborate for its
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consideration the agenda of that conference (see Report of the Social Committee to the
Economic and Social Council, E/4100).
At the twentieth session of the General Assembly, resolution 1074 E
(XXXIX) was transmitted to the Assembly, which, on 24 September 1965, allocated
the matter to its Third Committee under an item of its agenda entitled “International
Year for Human Rights” (A/PV.1336). During the debate in the Third Committee, a
joint proposal (A/C.3/L.1318) was made to establish a Preparatory Committee
consisting of Member States, entrusted with elaborating the agenda of the conference
and making other proposals on practical matters related to its convening. On 13
December 1965, the Third Committee adopted, in substance, the joint proposal and
recommended that the General Assembly adopt a resolution to this effect (A/6184).
On 20 December 1965, the General Assembly adopted resolution 2081 (XX)
by which it thus decided that an International Conference on Human Rights should be
convened during 1968 to promote further the principles contained in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, to develop and guarantee political, civil, economic,
social and cultural rights and to end all discrimination and denial of human rights and
fundamental freedoms on grounds of race, colour, sex, language or religion, and in
particular to permit the elimination of apartheid. The specific tasks of the Conference
were (i) to review the progress which had been made in the field of human rights since
the adoption of the Universal Declaration; (ii) to evaluate the effectiveness of the
methods and techniques used by the United Nations in the field of human rights; and
(iii) to formulate and prepare a programme of further measures to be taken subsequent
to the celebration of the International Year of Human Rights. The resolution further
decided that a Preparatory Committee, consisting of 17 Member States, should be
established in order to complete the preparation of the Conference and, in particular, to
make proposals for the consideration of the General Assembly regarding the agenda
and other practical matters. Finally, the resolution requested the Preparatory
Committee to report on the progress of the preparation in order that such reports might
be considered by the General Assembly at its twenty-first and twenty-second sessions.
On 9 May 1966, the Preparatory Committee was convened by the SecretaryGeneral and held a series of meetings in May and June of that year. At these meetings,
the Committee approved a draft provisional agenda of the Conference, on the
understanding that it might be added to or modified as its work continued at its next
session (see First Progress Report of the Preparatory Committee, A/6354). The first
progress report was transmitted to the General Assembly during its twenty-first session
which, on 24 September 1966, allocated the matter to its Third Committee as part of
the item of its agenda entitled “International Year for Human Rights” regarding the
report relating to the Preparatory Committee (A/PV.1415). In addition to the first
progress report, the Third Committee also had before it a communication of 18
October 1966, received by the Secretary-General from Iran (A/C.3/602), which
extended an invitation to hold the Conference in Tehran during 1968.
During the debate in the Third Committee, two joint draft resolutions
(A/C.3/L.1425 and A/C.3/L.1435) which took note of the first progress report were
submitted. These draft resolutions proposed in their operative parts that: (i) the
Conference be held in Tehran during 1968; (ii) the membership of the Preparatory
Committee be enlarged to 23 Member States; and (iii) the duly enlarged Preparatory
Committee be requested to continue its work, taking into account such observations as
it may receive from the Commission on Human Rights and from the Commission on
the Status of Women, and to report further on the progress of the preparation of the
Conference to the General Assembly at its twenty-second session. On 17 December
1966, in its report to the General Assembly (A/6619), the Third Committee
recommended that the Assembly adopt a resolution based, in substance, on that
proposal. On 19 December 1966, the General Assembly adopted resolutions 2217 C
and D (XXI) to this effect.
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At its meetings in 1967, the Preparatory Committee resumed its consideration
of the draft provisional agenda of the Conference and other practical matters related to
its convening. The Preparatory Committee had before it a number of recommendations
concerning possible items to include on the provisional agenda it had received from
the Commission on Human Rights, the Commission on the Status of Women, as well
as the Economic and Social Council. The Preparatory Committee, having taken note of
those recommendations, as well as others, adopted a provisional agenda which was
transmitted to the General Assembly for consideration at its twenty-second session
(see First Report of the Committee, A/6670 and Corr.1, annex II).
On 23 September 1967, the Assembly again allocated the matter to its Third
Committee as part of the ongoing item of its agenda entitled “International Year for
Human Rights” which related to the report of the Preparatory Committee (A/PV.1564).
During the debate in the Third Committee, two joint draft resolutions were submitted
(A/C.3/L.1501 and A/C.3/L.1501/Rev.1) which approved, in substance, the report of
the Preparatory Committee, and accordingly proposed to take note of the provisional
agenda for the International Conference on Human Rights elaborated by that body. On
16 December 1967, in its report to the General Assembly (A/7008), the Third
Committee recommended that the Assembly adopt a resolution based on that proposal.
On 18 December 1967, the General Assembly adopted resolution 2339 (XXII) to this
effect and requested the Secretary-General to make certain practical arrangements
related to the convening of the Conference.
The International Conference on Human Rights met in Tehran, Iran, from 22
April to 13 May 1968 and was attended by representatives of 84 States and by
representatives or observers from a number of United Nations bodies and specialized
agencies, regional inter-governmental organizations and non-governmental
organizations. The Conference largely adopted as its agenda the provisional agenda
which had been drawn up by the Preparatory Committee, and of which the General
Assembly had taken note in resolution 2339 (XXII), and established three Committees
in order to deal with the substantive items on that agenda. On 13 May 1968, the
Conference unanimously adopted the Proclamation of Tehran. In addition, the
Conference adopted 29 resolutions, among which, resolutions on racial discrimination,
self-determination and human rights in armed conflict. The texts of the Proclamation
and of the resolutions adopted at the Conference were incorporated in the Final Act of
the International Conference on Human Rights and transmitted to the General
Assembly for further consideration (A/CONF.32/41).
At its twenty-third session, on 27 September 1968, the General Assembly
allocated the matter to its Third Committee under an item of its agenda entitled
“International Year for Human Rights” which related to the International Conference
on Human Rights (A/PV.1676). Following a debate in the Third Committee
(A/C.3/23/SR.1620-1642), the Committee recommended that the General Assembly
take note of the Final Act of the Conference and endorse the Proclamation of Tehran
(A/7433). In addition, the Third Committee recommended that the General Assembly
keep under review, insofar as possible, the resolutions of the Tehran Conference in
connection with related agenda items and made specific proposals to adopt several
resolutions agreed to at that Conference during the twenty-third session of the
Assembly. On 19 December 1968, the General Assembly thus adopted by 115 votes to
none, with 1 abstention, resolution 2442 (XXIII) to this effect.
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